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1 INTRODUCTION: 
 
Ever since the introduction of fuzzy sets by Zadeh [19] and fuzzy topological space by Chang [7],several authors have 
tried successfully to generalize numerous pivot concepts of general topology to the fuzzy setting. The concept of 
intuitionistic fuzzy set was introduced and studied by Atanassov [1] and many works by the same author and his 
colleagues appeared in the literature [2,3,4]. The concept of fuzzy compact open topology was introduced by S.Dang and 
A .Behera[9]. 
 
In this paper the concept of generalized intuitionistic fuzzy compact open topology are introduced.Some interesting 
properties are discussed. In this paper the concepts of generalized intuitionistic fuzzy local compactness and generalized 
intuitionistic fuzzy product topology are developed. We have used the fuzzy locally compactness notion due to 
Wong[17],Christoph [8] and fuzzy product topology due to Wong [18].  
 
Throughout this paper intuitionistic fuzzy topological spaces ( )TX , , ( )SY ,  and ( )RZ ,  will be replaced by X ,Y  
and Z  respectively.  
 
2 PRELIMINIARIES: 

  
Definition: 2.1 [10] Let ( )TX ,  be an intuitionistic fuzzy topological space. An intuitionistic fuzzy set A  in ( )TX ,  

is said to be generalized intuitionistic fuzzy closed (in shortly GIF-closed) if ( ) GAIFcl ⊆  whenever GA⊆  and G 
is intuitionistic fuzzy open. The complement of a GIF-closed set is GIF-open.  

  
Definition: 2.2 [10]Let ( )TX ,  be an intuitionistic fuzzy topological space and A be an intuitionistic fuzzy set in X.Then 
intuitionistic fuzzy generalized closure and intuitionistic fuzzy generalized interior of A are defined by   
 
    • =)(AIFGcl {G: G is a GIF closed set in X and GA⊆  }.  
 
    • =)(AIFGint {G: G is a GIF open set in X and GA ⊇ }.  

  
________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Definition: 2.3 [10] Let ( )TX ,  be an intuitionistic fuzzy topological space. If a family }:,,{ Jix

iGiG ∈〉〈 δµ  of 

GIF open sets in ( )TX ,  satisfies the condition :~1=}:,,{ Jix
iGiG ∈〉〈 δµ then it is called a GIF open cover of 

( )TX , .  
 
A finite subfamily of a GIF open cover }:,,{ Jix

iGiG ∈〉〈 δµ  of ( )TX , ,which is also a GIF open cover of ( )TX ,  

is called a finite subcover of }:,,{ Jix
iGiG ∈〉〈 δµ .  

  
Definition: 2.4 [10] An intuitionistic fuzzy topological space ( )TX ,  is called GIF compact iff every GIF open cover of 

( )TX ,  has a finite subcover.  
  

Definition: 2.5 [10] Let ( )TX ,  be an intuitionistic fuzzy topological space and A be an intuitionistic fuzzy set in 

( )TX , . If a family }:,,{ Jix
iGiG ∈〉〈 δµ  of GIF open sets in ( )TX ,  satisfies the condition 

:~1=}:,,{ JixA
iGiG ∈〉〈⊆ δµ then it is called a GIF open cover of A. 

 
A finite subfamily of a GIF open cover }:,,{ Jix

iGiG ∈〉〈 δµ  of A,which is also a GIF open cover of A, is called a 

finite subcover of }:,,{ Jix
iGiG ∈〉〈 δµ .  

  
Definition: 2.6 [10] An intuitionistic fuzzy set A is called GIF compact iff every GIF open cover of A has a finite 
subcover.  

 
Definition: 2.7 [7] Let X  and Y  be fuzzy topological spaces.A mapping YXf →:  is said to be a fuzzy 
homeomorphism if f  is bijective,fuzzy continuous and fuzzy open.  

  
Definition: 2.8 [17] An fuzzy topological space ( )TX ,  is called a fuzzy Hausdorff space or 2T -space if for any pair of 

distinct fuzzy points(i.e., fuzzy points with distinct supports) tx  and ry ,there exist fuzzy open sets U  and V  such 

that Uxt ∈ , Vyr ∈  and XVU 0=∧   
  

Definition: 2.9 [18] An fuzzy topological space ( )TX ,  is said to be fuzzy locally compact if and only if for every fuzzy 

point tx  in X  there exists a fuzzy open set TU ∈  such that Uxt ∈  and U  is fuzzy compact,i.e., each fuzzy open 

cover of U  has a finite subcover.  
  

Definition: 2.10 [14] Let 〉〈 )(),(,= xxxA AA δµ  and 〉〈 )(),(,= yyyB BB δµ  be intuitionistic fuzzy sets of X  
and Y  respectively.The product of two intuitionistic fuzzy sets A  and B  is defined as 

〉〈× ))(),(()),(),((),,(=),)(( yxmaxyxminyxyxBA BABA δδµµ  for all YXyx ×∈),( .  
  

Definition: 2.11 [14] Let 111 : YXf →  and 222 : YXf → . The product 212121 : YYXXff ×→××  is defined 

by: ))(),((=),)(( 22112121 xfxfxxff ×  2121 ),( XXxx ×∈∀ .  
  

Lemma: 2.1 [14] Let iii YXf →:  1,2)=(i  be functions and U , V  intuitionistic fuzzy sets of 1Y , 2Y
,respectively, then )()(=)()( 1

2
1

1
1

21 VfUfVUff −−− ×××  ∀  21 YYVU ×∈×   
  

Remark: 2.1  Let X  and Y  be two fuzzy topological spaces with Y  fuzzy compact.Let tx  be any fuzzy point in 

X .The fuzzy product space YX ×  containing Yxt ×}{ .It is cleat that Yxt ×}{  is fuzzy homeomorphic[7] to Y   
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Remark: 2.2  Let X  and Y  be two fuzzy topological spaces with Y  fuzzy compact.Let tx  be any fuzzy point in 

X .The fuzzy product space YX ×  containing Yxt ×}{ . Yxt ×}{  is fuzzy compact[6].  
  

Remark: 2.3  A fuzzy compact subspace of a fuzzy Hausdorff space is fuzzy closed[12].  
 

3  INTUITIONISTIC FUZZY COMPACT OPEN TOPOLOGY: 
  

Definition: 3.1  Let X  and Y  be any two intuitionistic fuzzy topological spaces.A mapping YXf →:  is 
generalized intuitionistic fuzzy continuous iff every generalized intuitionistic fuzzy open set V  in Y , there exists a 
generalized intuitionistic fuzzy open set U  in X  such that VUf ⊆)( . 

  
Definition: 3.2  A mapping YXf →:  is said to be generalized intuitionistic fuzzy homeomorphism if f  is 
bijective ,generalized intuitionistic fuzzy continuous and generalized intuitionistic fuzzy open.  

  
Definition: 3.3  Let X  be an intuitionistic fuzzy topological space. X  is said to be generalized intuitionistic fuzzy 
Hausdorff space or 2T  space if for any two intuitionistic fuzzy sets A  and B  with :~0=BA∩ ,there exist 

generalized intuitionistic fuzzy open sets U  and V , such that UA⊆ , VB ⊆  and :0=VU ∩ .  
   

Definition: 3.4  An intuitionistic fuzzy topological space X  is said to be generalized intuitionistic fuzzy locally 
compact iff for any intuitionistic fuzzy set A  ,there exists a generalized intuitionistic fuzzy open set G , such that 

GA⊆  and G  is generalized intuitionistic fuzzy compact.That is each generalized intuitionistic fuzzy open cover of 
G  has a finite subcover.  

  
Proposition: 3.1  A generalized intuitionistic fuzzy Hausdorff topological space X ,the following conditions are 
equivalent.   
(a) X  is generalized intuitionistic fuzzy locally compact  
(b) for each intuitionistic fuzzy set A ,there exists a generalized intuitionistic fuzzy open set G  in X  such that 

GA⊆  and )(GGIFcl  is generalized intuitionistic fuzzy compact  
 
Proof. )()( ba ⇒  By hypothesis for each intuitionistic fuzzy set A  in X , there exists a generalized intuitionistic 
fuzzy open set G ,such that GA⊆  and G  is generalized intuitionistic fuzzy compact.Since X  is generalized 
intuitionistic fuzzy Hausdorff, by Remark 2.3(generalized intuitionistic fuzzy compact subspace of generalized 
intuitionistic fuzzy Hausdorff space is generalized intuitionistic fuzzy closed), G  is generalized intuitionistic fuzzy 
closed,thus )(= GGIFclG .Hence )(= GGIFclGA⊆  and )(GGIFcl  is generalized intuitionistic fuzzy 
compact. 
 

)()( ab ⇒  Proof is simple.  
  

Proposition: 3.2  Let X  be a generalized intuitionistic fuzzy Hausdorff topological space.Then X  is generalized 
intuitionistic fuzzy locally compact on an intuitionistic fuzzy set A  in X  iff for every generalized intuitionistic fuzzy 
open set G  containing A , there exists a generalized intuitionistic fuzzy open set V ,such that VA⊆ , )(VGIFcl  is 
generalized intuitionistic fuzzy compact and GVGIFcl ⊆)( .  
 
Proof. Suppose that X  is generalized intuitionistic fuzzy locally compact on an intuitionistic fuzzy set A .By 
Definition 3.4,there exists a generalized intuitionistic fuzzy open set G ,such that GA⊆  and G  is generalized 
intuitionistic fuzzy compact.Since X  is generalized intuitionistic fuzzy Hausdorff space,by Remark 2.3(generalized 
intuitionistic fuzzy compact subspace of generalized intuitionistic fuzzy Hausdorff space is generalized intuitionistic 
fuzzy closed ), G  is generalized intuitionistic fuzzy closed,thus )(= GGIFclG .Consider an intuitionistic fuzzy set 

GA⊆ .Since X  is generalized intuitionistic fuzzy Hausdorff space,by Definition 3.3,for any two intuitionistic fuzzy 
sets A  and B  with :~0=BA∩ , there exist a generalized intuitionistic fuzzy open sets C  and D ,such that 

CA⊆ , DB ⊆  and :~0=DC ∩ .Let GCV ∩= .Hence GV ⊆  implies GGGIFclVGIFcl =)()( ⊆ .  
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Since )(VGIFcl  is generalized intuitionistic fuzzy closed and G  is generalized intuitionistic fuzzy compact,by 
Remark 2.3(every generalized intuitionistic fuzzy closed subset of a generalized intuitionistic fuzzy compact space is 
generalized intuitionistic fuzzy compact) it follows that )(VGIFcl  is intuitionistic fuzzy compact.Thus 

GVGIFclA ⊆⊆ )(  and )(GGIFcl  is generalized intuitionistic fuzzy compact.  
 
The converse follows from Proposition 3.1(b).  

  
Definition: 3.5  Let X  and Y  be two intuitionistic fuzzy topological spaces.The function XYYXT ×→×:  
defined by ),(=),( xyyxT  for each YXyx ×∈),(  is called an intuitionistic fuzzy switching map.  

  
Proposition: 3.3  The intuitionistic fuzzy switching map XYYXT ×→×:  defined as above is generalized 
intuitionistic fuzzy continuous.  

 
We now introduce the concept of generalized intuitionistic fuzzy compact open topology in the set of all generalized 
intuitionitic fuzzy continuous functions from an intuitionistic fuzzy topological space X  to an intuitionistic fuzzy 
topological space Y .  
 
Definition: 3.6  Let X  and Y  be two intuitionistic fuzzy topological spaces and let YXfY X →:{=  such that 

f  is generalized intuitionistic fuzzy continuous } .We give this class XY  a topology called the generalized 

intuitionistic fuzzy compact open topology as follows:Let KIK X :{= ∈K  is generalized intuitionistic fuzzy compact 

}X  and VIV X :{= ∈V  is generalized intuitionistic fuzzy open in }Y .For any K∈K  and V∈V ,let 

})(:{=
,

VKfYfS X

VK
⊆∈ . 

 
The collection of all such },:{

,
VK ∈∈ VKS

VK
 is generates an intuitionistic fuzzy structure on the class XY .  

  
4 GENERALIZED INTUITIONISTIC FUZZY EVALUATION MAP AND GENERALIZED INTUITIONISTIC 
FUZZY EXPONENTIAL MAP: 
 
We now consider the generalized intuitionistic fuzzy product topological space XY X ×  and define an generalized 
intuitionistic fuzzy continuous map from XY X ×  into Y .  
 
Definition: 4.1  The mapping YXYe X →×:  defined by )(=),( AfAfe  for each intuitionistic fuzzy set A  in 

X  and XYf ∈  is called the generalized intuitionistic fuzzy evaluation map. 
  

Definition: 4.2  Let X , Y  and Z  be three intuitionistic fuzzy topological spaces and YXZf →×:  be any 

function.Then the induced map ZYXf →:ˆ  is defined by ),(=)))((ˆ( 1221 AAfAAf  for intuitionistic fuzzy sets 

1A  of X  and 2A  of Z .  
 

Conversely,given a function ZYXf →:ˆ , a corresponding function f  can be also be defined be the same rule.  
  

Proposition: 4.1  Let X  be a generalized intuitionistic fuzzy locally compact Hausdorff space.Then the generalized 
intuitionistic fuzzy evaluation map YXYe X →×:  is generalized intuitionistic fuzzy continuous.  
 
Proof. Consider XYAf X ×∈),( 1 ,where XYf ∈  and intuitionistic fuzzy set 1A  of X .Let V  be a generalized 

intuitionistic fuzzy open set containing ),(=)( 11 AfeAf  in Y .Since X  is generalized intuitionistic fuzzy locally 
compact and f  is generalized intuitionistic fuzzy continuous,by Proposition 3.2, there exists an generalized 

intuitionistic fuzzy open set U  in X ,such that )(1 UGIFclA ⊆  and )(UGIFcl  is generalized intuitionistic 
fuzzy compact and VUGIFclf ⊆))(( .  
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Consider the generalized intuitionistic fuzzy open set US

VUGIFcl
×

),(
 in XY X × . ),( 1Af  is such that 

VUGIFcl
Sf

),(
∈  and UA ⊆1 .Let ),( 2Ag  be such that 

VUGIFcl
Sg

),(
∈  and UA ⊆2  be arbitrary,thus 

VUGIFclg ⊆))(( .Since UA ⊆2 ,we have VAg ⊆)( 2  and VAgAge ⊆)(=),( 22 .Thus 

VUSe
VUGIFcl

⊆× )(
),(

.Hence e  is generalized intuitionistic fuzzy continuous.  

 
Proposition: 4.2  Let X  and Y  be two intuitionistic fuzzy topological spaces with Y  is generalized intuitionistic 
fuzzy compact.Let 1A  be any intuitionistic fuzzy set in X  and N  be a generalized intuitionistic fuzzy open set in 

the generalized intuitionistic fuzzy product space YX ×  containing YA ×}{ 1 .Then there exists some generalized 

intuitionistic fuzzy open W  with WA ⊆1  in X ,such that NYWYA ⊆×⊆×}{ 1 .  
 
Proof: It is clear that by Remark 2.1, YA ×}{ 1  is generalized intuitionistic fuzzy homeomorphism to Y  and hence by 

Remark 2.2, YA ×}{ 1  is generalized intuitionistic fuzzy compact.We cover YA ×}{ 1  by the basis elements }{ VU ×
(for the generalized intuitionistic fuzzy product topology) lying in N .Since YA ×}{ 1  is generalized intuitionistic 

fuzzy compact, }{ VU ×  has a finite subcover,say a finite number of basis elements nn VUVU ×× ,...,11 .Without loss 

of generality we assume that iUA ⊆}{ 1  for each ni 1,2,...,= .Since otherwise the basis elements would be 
superfluous. 
 

Let i
n

i
UW  1=

= .Clearly W  is generalized intuitionistic fuzzy open and WA ⊆1 .We show that 

)(
1= ii

n

i
VUYW ×⊆×  .Let ),( 1 BA  be an intuitionistic fuzzy set in YW × .Now ii VUBA ×⊆),( 1  for some i

,thus iVB ⊆ .But iUA ⊆1  for every ni 1,2,...,= (because WA ⊆1 ). Therefore, ii VUBA ×⊆),( 1  as 

desired.But NVU ii ⊆×  for all ni 1,2,...,=  and )(
1= ii

n

i
VUYW ×⊆×  ,therefore NYW ⊆× .  

  
Proposition: 4.3  Let Z  be a generalized intuitionistic fuzzy locally compact Hausdorff space and YX ,  be arbitrary 
intuitionistic fuzzy topological spaces.Then a map YXZf →×:  is generalized intuitionistic fuzzy continuous iff 

ZYXf →:ˆ  is generalized intuitionistic fuzzy continuous,where f̂  is defined by the rule 

),(=)))((ˆ( 1221 AAfAAf . 
 

Proof. Suppose that f̂  is generalized intuitionistic fuzzy continuous.Consider the functions 

YZYYZXZ eZtZfZi →×→× →× × ˆ
,where Zi  denote the intuitionistic fuzzy identity function on Z , t  

denote the intuitionistic fuzzy switching map and e  denote the generalized intuitionistic fuzzy evaluation map.Since 

),(=)))((ˆ(=)),(ˆ(=))(ˆ,(=),)(ˆ( 1221211212 AAfAAfAAfeAfAetAAfiet Z ×  it follows that 

)ˆ(= fietf Z ×  and f  being the composition of generalized intuitionistic fuzzy continuous functions is itself 
generalized intuitionistic fuzzy continuous.  
 
Conversely,suppose that f  is generalized intuitionistic fuzzy continuous,let 1A  be any arbitrary intuitionistic fuzzy 

set in X .we have ZYAf ∈)(ˆ
1 .Consider ZZ

UK
IKUKgYgS ∈⊆∈ ,)(:{=

,
 is generalized intuitionistic 

fuzzy compact and YIU ∈  is generalized intuitionistic fuzzy open},containing )(ˆ
1Af .We need to find a generalized 

intuitionistic fuzzy open W  with WA ⊆1 ,such that 
UK

SAf
,1 )(ˆ ⊆ ;this will suffice to prove f̂  to be a 

generalized intuitionistic fuzzy continuous map.  
 

For any intuitionistic fuzzy set 2A  in K ,we have UAAfAAf ∈),(=)))((ˆ( 1221  thus UAKf ⊆× }){( 1 , that  
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is )(}{ 1

1 UfAK −⊆× .Since f  is generalized intuitionistic fuzzy continuous, )(1 Uf −  is a generalized 

intuitionistic fuzzy open set in XZ × .Thus )(1 Uf −  is a generalized intuitionistic fuzzy open set XZ ×  containing 

}{ 1AK × .Hence by Proposition 4.2,there exists a generalized intuitionistic fuzzy open W  with WA ⊆1  in X ,such 

that )(}{ 1
1 UfWKAK −⊆×⊆× .Therefore UWKf ⊆× )( .Now for any WA ⊆1  and KA ⊆2 ,

UAAfAAf ⊆)))((ˆ(=),( 2112 .Therefore UKAf ⊆))((ˆ
1  for all WA ⊆1 .that is 

UK
SAf

,1 )(ˆ ∈  for all 

WA ⊆1 .Hence 
UK

SWf
,

)(ˆ ⊆  as desired.  

  
Proposition: 4.4  Let X  and Z  be two generalized intuitionistic fuzzy locally compact Hausdorff spaces.Then for 

any intuitionistic fuzzy topological space Y ,the function 
XZXZ

YYE )(: →
×

 defined by ffE ˆ=)( (that is 

))))((ˆ(=),(=))()(( 211221 AAfAAfAAfE  for all YXZf →×:  is a generalized intuitionistic fuzzy 
homeomorphism.  
 
Proof: 
 
(a) Clearly E  is onto.  
 

(b) For E  to be injective.Let )(=)( gEfE  for YXZgf →×:, .Thus gf ˆ=ˆ ,where f̂  and ĝ  are the 

induced maps of f  and g  respectively.Now for any intuitionistic fuzzy set 1A  in X  and any intuitionistic fuzzy 

set 2A  in Z , ),(=)))((ˆ(=)))((ˆ(=),( 12212112 AAgAAgAAfAAf ;thus gf = .  
 
(c) For proving the generalized intuitionistic fuzzy continuity of E ,consider any generalized intuitionistic fuzzy 

subbasis neighbourhood V  of f̂  in 
XZY )( , that is V  is of the form 

WK
S

,
 where K  is a generalized 

intuitionistic fuzzy compact subset of X  and W  is generalized intuitionistic fuzzy open in ZY .Without loss of 
generality we may assume that 

UL
SW

,
= ,where L  is a generalized intuitionistic fuzzy compact subset of Z  and 

U  is a generalized intuitionistic fuzzy open set in Y .Then WSKf
UL

=)(ˆ
,

⊆  and this implies that 

ULKf ⊆))((ˆ .Thus for any intuitionistic fuzzy set KA ⊆1  and for all intuitionistic fuzzy sets LA ⊆2 .We have 

UAAf ⊆)))((ˆ( 21 , that is UAAf ⊆),( 12  and therefore UKLf ⊆× )( .Now since L  is generalized 
intuitionistic fuzzy compact in Z  and K  is generalized intuitionistic fuzzy compact in X , KL×  is also 
generalized intuitionistic fuzzy compact in XZ × [6] and since U  is a generalized intuitionistic fuzzy open set in Y , 

we conclude that 
XZ

UKL
YSf

×

×
⊆∈

,
.We assert that 

WKUKL
SSE

,,
)( ⊆

×
.Let 

UKL
Sg

,×
∈  be arbitrary.Thus 

UKLg ⊆× )( , that is UAAgAAg ⊆)))((ˆ(=),( 2112  for all intuitionistic fuzzy sets LA ⊆2  in Z  and for all 

intuitionistic fuzzy sets KA ⊆1  in X .So ULAg ⊆)))((ˆ( 1  for all intuitionistic fuzzy sets KA ⊆1  in X  , that 

is WSAg
UL

=)(ˆ
,1 ⊆  for all intuitionistic fuzzy sets KA ⊆1  in U .Hence we have WKg ⊆)(ˆ ,that is 

WK
SgEg

,
)(=ˆ ∈  for any 

UKL
Sg

,×
∈ .Thus 

WKUKL
SSE

,,
)( ⊆

×
.This proves that E  is generalized 

intuitionistic fuzzy continuous.  
 
(d) For proving the generalized intuitionistic fuzzy continuity of 1−E ,we consider the following generalized 

intuitionistic fuzzy evaluation maps: ZXZ YXYe →×)(:1  defined by )(ˆ=),ˆ( 111 AfAfe  where 
XZYf )(ˆ ∈  

and 1A  is an intuitionistic fuzzy set in X  and YZYe Z →×:2  defined by )(=),( 222 AgAge  where ZYg∈  

and 2A  is a intuitionistic fuzzy set in Z .Let ψ  denote the composition of the following generalized intuitionistic  
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fuzzy continuous functions →××→×× ×tiXZTXZ XZYYXZ )()()()(:ψ  
YZYZXYZXY eZZieXZXZ →× →××→×× × 21= )())(()()( , where Zii,  denote the intuitionistic 

fuzzy identity maps on 
XZY )(  and Z  respectively and tT ,  denote the intuitionistic fuzzy switching maps.Thus 

YYXZ
XZ →×× )()(:ψ  that is 

XZYXZY )()( ××∈ψ .  
 

We consider the map 
XZYXZ

XZYXZ YYE )()()()( )(:ˆ ××× →  (as defined in the statement of the proposition in fact it is 

E ).So )()(:)(ˆ XZXZ YYE ×→ψ .Now for any intuitionistic fuzzy sets 2A  in Z , 1A  in X  and )( XZYf ×∈ , 

again to check that ),(=),)()()(ˆ( 1212 AAfAAfEE ψ ; hence EE )(ˆ ψ = identity. Similarly for any 
XZYg )(ˆ ∈  and intuitionistic fuzzy sets 1A  in X , 2A  in Z , again to check that  

 

)))((ˆ(=),)(ˆ))((ˆ( 2121 AAgAAgEE ψ ; hence )(ˆ ψEE  =identity.Thus E  is a generalized intuitionistic fuzzy 
homeomorphism.  

  
Definition: 4.3  The map E  in Proposition 4.4 is called the generalized intuitionistic fuzzy exponential map.As easy 
consequence of Proposition 4.4 is as follows.  
 
Proposition: 4.5  Let YX ,  and Z  be three generalized intuitionistic fuzzy locally compact Hausdorff spaces. Then 

the map XYX ZZYN →×:  defined by fggfN =),(  is generalized intuitionistic fuzzy continuous. 
 
Proof: Consider the following compositions: 

ZYZXYZXYZXZYZYX eYeiXYXYXitYXTYX →×→××→××→××→×× ×× 22= )(  

where tT ,  denote the intuitionistic fuzzy switching maps, iiX ,  denote the intuitionistic fuzzy identity functions on 

X  and YZ  respectively and 2e  denote the generalized intuitionistic fuzzy evaluation maps. 
 

Let Titeie X  )()(= 22 ××ϕ .By proposition 4.4,we have an exponential map.
YZXYXYZXYX ZZE ××× → )(: .  

 

Since 
YZXYXZ ××∈ϕ ,

YZXYXZE ×∈ )()(ϕ .Let )(= ϕEN ,that is XYX ZZYN →×:  is an generalized 

intuitionistic fuzzy continuous.For YX ZgYf ∈∈ ,  and for any intuitionistic fuzzy set 1A  in X ,it is easy to see 

that ))((=))(,( 11 AfgAgfN .  
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